
4th Six Weeks - 2019-2020

Middle School

Spanish
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Spanish Grade 7 Spanish Grade 8 Honors Spanish III AP Spanish IV
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School supplies                        

Adjectives of quantity                 

Tener,ir , irregular verbs   

Extending invitations                                 

Costa Rica           

Clothing, colors, stores             

Demonstratives                        

Numbers to one million             

Preterit tense verbs                  

Florida

Subjunctive                                 

Health and fitness                        

AP body vocabulary                

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia                  

Doctor visits/complaints

Imperative, present perfect 

subjunctive                                   

Cardinal and ordinal numbers                                                                

Gustar                                          

Readings          
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Discuss school schedule           

Discuss extracurricular 

activities and shopping              

Identify landmarks of Costa 

Rica                                

Describe clothing                       

Discuss the perfect outfit for 

an occasion                                   

Use numbers in prices             

Describe a past event

Express emotion/doubt                

Discuss fitness/health                   

Discuss features of 

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia                 

Give advice or an opinion

Readings/literary analysis            

Expressing wishes, desires 

and obligations                                    

Using verb tenses
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Create a t-shirt with tener 

phrases                                     

Create and label items in a 

backpack                                  

Create an invitation   

Create a catalog for a new 

clothing line                              

Produce a fashion show           

Create the perfect shopping 

mall/venue

Design an emotions T-shirt                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Draw and label a life-sized 

person or animal                         

Write a letter of complaint or 

advice

Write a letter of 

recommendation for 

improvements                         

Choose a poem, select a 

theme and write an essay                      

Describe a balcony
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What are major landmarks of 

Costa Rica?                              

How does a Spanish 

speaker extend an 

invitation?                 

How do you describe your 

favorite outfit?                           

Where are 10 places to 

shop?                                                                                         

How do you express events 

in the past?

What are important 

landmarks in Peru?                                         

How do you express your 

emotions?                                   

How does one live healthy?

What are the themes of the 

poetry read?                                      

What is important about 

Lorca?                                 

How does one express  

obligation?
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Encourage students to 

review vocabulary 10 

minutes daily     Encourage 

students to teach vocabulary 

to family members      

Encourage students to 

review vocabulary daily                       

Encourage students to  read 

aloud in Spanish                      

Create verb charts

Encourage students to 

create verb charts and 

review daily       Encourage 

daily vocabulary review and 

reading  aloud in Spanish

Encourage students to read 

daily                                               

Urge students to keep story 

boards                                         

Encourage vocabulary study


